Guidelines for Artwork Supplied
We will always try to ensure that your print job is the best quality it can be, and for this reason we have
compiled this document as a guide for how we prefer artwork to be supplied.
If possible we request that files submitted for print jobs are supplied in press ready pdf format.
Where applicable it is also recommended that vector graphics be used for all elements other than photos.
What a press ready pdf is and what vector graphics are explained in the following pages.

What is a Press Ready PDF?
PDF stands for Portable Document Format and was created by Adobe Systems primarily for document
exchange. Most people will be familiar with the 2D fixed layout when exchanging files over email or
downloading information from the web. PDFs are used to encapsulate the complete description of a file by
embedding its fonts, images and graphics along with other information such as hyperlinks, etc so that the end
user is able to view the file in its correct form without the need to receive any extra files in order for the layout
to appear as intended by its creator.
Press ready PDFs are our preferred format when supplying artwork. Press ready PDFs differ from standard PDFs
in that they must meet a certain criteria in order for the file to print without problems. Standard PDFs may
include colours that may not print correctly or graphics that are fine to view on screen but will print at a very low
quality. All press ready PDFs will need to contain the following:
1.

Embedded Fonts
Embedding fonts into the PDF is necessary for the fonts to render correctly for print. This means that
the fonts used in the document, being present on the designer’s machine will be embedded into the
PDF. Therefore, the designer does not need to supply any fonts to the printers. If the fonts are not
embedded within the PDF, they may appear correct on the designer’s machine as they will be present on
that system but when viewed on a computer without the necessary fonts, substitutions are often made
and missing fonts are usually replaced with the nearest font available.

2.

Bleed
Bleed is crucial to any design in which the pictures and/or colour run to the edge of the page. This is one
of the most common errors we see when receiving PDFs that are not correct for print. A press ready PDF
will include at least 3mm bleed on each side of the document which will make the final PDF 6mm bigger
in size, both in height and width. The bleed is then trimmed away when finishing. For example, an A4
page measuring 210 x 297mm with a solid background would need to be supplied as 216x313mm with the
colour extended to the edge of the page. Some programs make it hard to create bleed but it can usually
be overcome by making the page size bigger and cutting into it.

3.

Correct Colours
A press ready PDF will contain the correct colours for print. This will either be cmyk, spot colours or a
mixture of both. Press ready PDFs will never contain RGB or web colours as these are only suitable for
digital viewing and not for lithographic print. A correct PDF will contain ONLY the colours needed for
print. This means the designer will remove any default colours from their swatches palette so that the
colours needed for final output is clear. It must be remembered that each colour is a separation and that
becomes a plate on press. If a designer has created a 4 colour job plus a 5th spot colour, we would expect
to see 5 colours only in the PDF. Any more or less and we will assume there is a problem and the PDF is
not be ready for print.
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4.

Images
Images in a press ready PDF need to be at least 300dpi at the size they will be printed. For example,
an A3 poster of one image will need to be 300dpi at A3, not at A4 and scaled up. They also need to be
composed of CMYK or spot colours as per above and not made from RGB or web colours otherwise they
will more often than not, appear washed out and de-saturated when printed.

5.

Overprinting
The designer will need to check all overprinting carefully and make sure that overprint preview is
switched on in Acrobat and/or that separations preview is used in InDesign or Illustrator when creating
a document. This will give a guide as to which colours will overprint and which will remain unchanged. If
this is not turned on, the file may not print as it appears on screen. Therefore, all overprinting must be
correct in a print ready PDF. This is something that is very important for the designer to check as it is not
always obvious to the printer, especially in larger files with many pages.

The above points are all necessary and must be included and checked before supplying a press ready PDF. The
following list is made up of further criteria that we think all good press ready PDFs should contain:
6.

Page Layout
The page layout should be fairly obvious to the printer upon opening the PDF. We would like to see blank
pages in the document if they are needed. If the document is perfect bound, we would expect bleed on
all edges and a saddle stitched book with bleed on at least all three outside edges. We prefer not to have
imposed files and do not like to work with printers pairs. Readers pairs are not really accepted as being in
a correct print ready PDF. A complete document of single pages running from the front cover through to
the back cover is our preferred format for PDF page layout.

7.

Correct Folding
If the document is to be folded such as an invitation or leaflet, the folding will need to be checked by
the designer before supplying a press ready PDF. Do the pages back up correctly? Does any of the pages
appear upside down or does the text run into the folds? etc.

8.

Quiet Area
The quiet area is often referred to the area that is usually between 0mm to 5mm from the edge of
the page. This applies to borders, text, images and in fact any element that sits too close to the edge.
This is not to be confused with bleed. As there is often movement when trimming large quantities of
printed material, elements that are within this quiet area are in danger of being trimmed into. As a rule,
it is best to avoid this area when designing a document as the safest way of ensuring that this doesn’t
happen.

9.

File Compression
While it is convenient to reduce files down to a manageable size, the designer must consider the final
resolution of the print ready pdf. It will need to be at least 300dpi as discussed above. We find that
various compressions such as LSW can often cause problems. Therefore, we think it safer to reduce the
images separately at a suitable resolution first and then and save them with no compression. If a file is
still to large to email there are many internet based large file transfer solutions available, one we would
recommend is Dropbox

Hopefully this gives a brief explanation of print ready pdf’s and an understanding of why they are so popular
in the printing industry. In summary, supplying a press ready PDF can eliminate the need for the designer to
supply all of the extra files to the printer and they are convenient and often smaller in size than the original
documents. Creating a PDF that the printers can use without the need of loading all of these files onto their
system saves a lot of time. It also stops the potential problems of fonts not loading properly and pictures being
incorrectly placed. Pdfs are made primarily to be viewed and not amended. This is one of the reasons why PDFs
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are so popular and can eliminate the need for further proofs.
In short, Press ready PDFs create a consistently simple and uniform workflow between the designer and the
printer, enabling a smooth and problem free transition from design through to print.

What are Bitmap and Vector Graphics?
There are typically two different types of computer graphics used in printing, bitmap and vecor graphics.
Which type of graphics used can greatly affect the quality of the finished printed product.
As a general rule bitmap graphics should only be used (if possible) for photos. Everything else (e.g. type, logos,
drawings) would be best supplied as a vector graphic.
Bitmap graphics are dependant on the resolution they are saved in and that means their quality will be greatly
effected if they are to be printed at a size larger thatn what they have been made or saved at. They are also
limited in the colours that they can be printed in, usually as either four colour process or as a single colour only.
Vector graphics on the other hand can be made to any size without ever losing quality. They can also be
recoloured easily to any colour that is needed.
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Example Type

This type supplied as 72ppi bitmap graphic.
The type is almost unrecognisable.

This type supplied as 300ppi bitmap graphic.
While still bitmapped, the type is reasonably legible.

This type supplied as vector graphic.

Example TypeType will remain clear and sharp at any size it is printed.

Typical Bitmap File Types

Typical Vector File Types

JPEG
BMP
TIFF
GIF
PNG
PSD

EPS
AI
PDF
CDR
Notes:
These file types can contain placed bitmap images which will
mean that while they have the right file extension the images
will still be bitmap art not vector art.
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